
LESSON PLAN
TURNS, CENTERLINES AND DIAGONALS 

OBJECTIVE: USING TURNS AND DIAGONALS TO IMPROVE BALANCE, PACES 

AND ACCURACY

PREREQUISITES:

EXPLANATION:

- Can walk and trot independently around the arena
- Stop, go turn is established in walk and trot. 
- Some bend has been introduced on the 10m loop, short sides
- Circles may or may not yet have been attempted but will improve quality of the turns, 
especially for the centerline

What: 
Using turns across the middle EB, VP, SR staying on the same rein, diagonals MXK, HXF, 
SP and RV for changes of direction and the AC centerline to practise riding smooth turns 
whilst maintaining the same forward, relaxed rhythm and tempo and balance with level of 
bend suitable to the horses level of development. 

Why:
Horse - Changes of bend are challenging to the horse and take time to develop smoothly 
without loosing tempo, falling in, falling out or rushing. 
Changing bend is suppling to the horse, helping them to learn how to shift their weight and 
balance easily, smoothly and quickly through changes of direction. 
Turns on the same rein help to tune our horse into our steering aids and balance them 
through corners introducing gentle bend without using the walls of the arena to steer. 
Turns off the arena wall help to tune in our outside leg and steering, whilst balancing off our 
inside aids for bend. 
Rider - Development of contact and feel for the responsiveness of our horse to react to our 
aids in particular the outside leg. Development of feel for changes in stride, speed and 
balance and how best to support our horse through the turns.
Timing, learning how long it takes our horse to prepare and execute a turn and how much 
room it needs. 
Practise our own positioning of our body to help our horse set up and execute turns
Tuning of the aids to turn, bend and change of direction



How: 
For the turn across the arena
- Imagine that you have eyes on the points of your shoulders and the points of your hips
- 10m out from the letter you are turning from "look" with your eyes, shoulders and hips to 
where you want to reach the track on the other side. 
- Outside leg, inside rein squeeze soften together to say "turn" and ask the horses shoulder 
to follow its nose when it is ready to leave the track
- Inside leg, outside rein squeeze soften together to say "stay out"
- Inside rein and leg squeeze soften to say "look" where you are going/bend
- Outside rein and leg squeeze soften together to say "keep the outside hind engaged", don't 
collapse through the hips. This is a slightly more advanced aid but can be introduced.
- Leave the track 5m out from the marker. Ride your turn using these aids in conversation as 
required
- Ride straight from quarter line to quarter line. Outside rein and leg squeeze soften to 
straighten the horses body and re-engage outside hind. 
 
For the diagonal 
- Ride aids as above, turn starts on the quarter line of the short side, leaving the track when 
your shoulder is in line with the letter. 
- Ride straight from quarter line to quarter line across the diagonal, shifting the horses 
balance into the new outside shoulder and asking them to start looking in the new direction of 
travel. . 
- Aim to reach the track 5m before the letter so you are on the track ready to ride the corner 
when your shoulder is in line with the letter. 
 
For the centerline
- Aids as above however the turn is a half 10m circle so your horse will need to know how to 
shorten and elevate the stride. 
- Turning onto the centerline A to C your half 10m circle starts at either F or K, touching the 
short side at the quarterline and straightening onto the centerline on the FK line. 
- Turning off the centerline the half 10m circle starts at the HM line touches the quarter line 
on the short side, ride the corner and then straighten onto the long side. 



Exercise:
In walk practise riding the accuracy of these lines, EB, AC, RS, VP, HXF and KXM. In walk 
everything happens a lot slower so we can really think about our job and tune in the aids. 
Make a conscientious effort to focus on your position first and then apply the aid. Train your 
body to do the adjustments in autopilot. Use your 10 - 15 min of walking in the warm up for 
this.
 
Quality - How many asks do you need before the horse moves away for the aid? Try and 
time this so that they are moving away from the aid at the points on the turn as described in 
how. Does your horse want to slow down, speed up or fall in or out? Can you be prepared 
and ride the conversation smoothly to create the right arc of the line and maintain the quality 
of rhythm and tempo.
Ie: Your conversation with your aids as described above might go like this "turn, stay out, 
walk on, look where you're going, straighten up, walk on, shift your balance, change your 
bend, walk on, turn, stay out, look where you're going." So you are kind of bouncing them 
between your aids to ride the straightness of the curved line. 
 
Pick up the trot. Ride your tempo changes until you have a nice balanced, forward working 
trot with your horse seeking your hands.
Initially stay on the same rein for your turns across the arena as there is not a lot of room for 
your change of bend! Use your diagonals to give yourself and your horse more space and 
time to shift their balance and bend for the change of direction. If you start to lose 
responsiveness to the aid and accuracy come back to the walk and tune in again. 
 
Progression 1: If you feel your turns across and diagonal are happening smoothly and easily 
use your turn across the arena for your change of direction. Between quarter line and quarter 
line shift the balance into the horses new outside shoulder and ask them to look in their new 
direction of travel, it happens quickly!! "Look with your eyes, shoulders and hips in the new 
direction as you straighten off the track at the first quarterline
Progression 2: Ride your centerline in trot. The turns on and off the centerline are tight! So 
your horse will need to be riding at least 20m circles easily and training 15m circles so they 
are starting to understand how to shorten and elevate the stride. 



Common mistakes
 
Rider error - Leaving it too long to prepare the horse for the turn and leaving it too late for the 
horse to leave the track means that we get a "wheel wobble" and over correct trying to bring 
the horse back onto the line but end up going too far the other side of the line. Your horse 
needs time to process the aid, adjust their balance and weight distribution and then execute 
the movement. It is up to you to learn how much your individual horse requires, a large, 
bulkier horse needs more room and preparation than a pony.
Evasions - The outside leg typically needs the work in these exercises to encourage the 
horse to leave the track. Tuning into the aid can be more easily done and refined in the walk 
than at faster paces. We don't want to be pulling the horses head for the turn we want them 
to follow the rein because they are moving away from the leg.
Lack of bend and balance - Depending on your horse this could be a matter of time and 
development. Come back to the walk and get the horses shift in weight distribution first 
before you ask for bend. We cover this in our 10m loops.
Rushing - When the horse is rushing they don't have time to coordinate the shift in balance 
and change of bend. Do your tempo changes between turns and again come back and 
reiterate your quality in walk.
 
Ride review
 
How far out from the turn do you need to start asking your horse to prepare for it to be ready 
to leave the track at the mark?
Does your horse find it easier to turn one way more than the other?
Does your horse find it easier to bend one way more that the other?
Does your horse evade by falling in, falling out, slowing down or speeding up?
Did you remember to correct your position before riding the turns?
Were you able to ride the lines between turns straight or do they wobble?
How long did you feel you could repeat the exercises before you felt your horse become 
mentally or physically tired of the exercise and want to finish?


